


Screw adjustment is provided for the 
airs/ide stop (indicated), while screw 
immediately to right adjusts pilot mixture 

The tickler is there to flood the float 
bowl for cold starting; pressing it 
may also free a sticking float needle 

Remote float level is critical on the 
GP-fuel in tube shows level which must 
fine up with base of circle on carb body 

GARDNER 
MAKERS 

Gardner Carburettor Co, Ltd, 45 
Newport Road, Burgess Hill, Sussex. 
Burgess Hill (04446) 3485. 

TYPES 
Two basic models--400 for four
strokes and 500 for two-strokes. 

SUITABILITY 
Each type is available in sizes 1 in. to 
1 t in. chokes, and varying body 
sizes to suit most pn1duction and 
racing machines. 

TUNING 
400 models. Fuel level: a separate 
float chamber is used with this carb 
and it must be positioned so that the 
fuel ·level (which is not · adjustable 
within the float chamber) cornes 
about halfway up the carb choke 
opening--i.e .• so that fuel just starts 
to flow from the jet when the 
throttle is hait open with the engine 
stationary. 
ldle mixture : on this carb the 
mixture over the whole rev range is 
set by one adjustment.· The carb is 
supplied with the unique needle/ 

adjuster assembly to suit the 
engine. This is moved by the screw 
at the top of the carb. lt's screwed in 
fully, then out hait a tum or so until 
the click is felt and the position fiat of 
the screw is noted. The screw is then 
tumed out ten full 360 deg. tums 
prior to starting. Engine must be 
started on about t throttle-no 
more-and warmed-up and the 
screw then turned down to weaken 
or up to richen, one click at a time 
like a normal pilot-air screw. A full
throttle plug check should be done, 
as a check that overall mixture is 
correct. ln the very rare instance that 
it might not be. phone the makers 
before further running. 
ldle speed: there's no throttle stop 
on this carb, so tickover must be set 
on the throttle cable adjuster. 
500 modelr This is tuned in almost 
identical faShion to the 400 model, 
except tha•t you must only turn the 
adjuster st ew out six tums before 
starting, ar no more than this after 
running uri 1 the fitting instructions 

have been read, giving details of the 
three needle positions on this model. 

SPECIAL TIPS 
These carbs need cleaning periodic
ally with petrol, but no lubrication is 
necessary. When fitting, leave any 
existing induction spacers in position. 
Certain models (Suzuki and Yamaha, 
for example) require a special Gard
ner down-draughting spacer to get 
sufficient gearbox clearance. Carbs 
cost f'.10-!16 plus !5 for a float 
chamber (normally !8), and 70p for a 
nylon throttle cable. 
The flange centres are standard 
size, so the Gardner will boit on to 
existing installations without the 
need for special adaptors. 

Above: Gardner series 500 on 
/eh and 400 on right, f/oat 
bowl is not essential but does 
prevent flooding. Below: the 
working parts of the 400 type 


